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ABSTRACT

Today’s catastrophes (many of them man-made or at least triggered by human acti-
vity) seemingly endanger an increasing number of humans in large geographic areas in
numerous different ways, calling for more attention concerning appropriate reactions. We
discuss what constitutes a ’disaster’ and analyze different response types (Flight/Run away,
Fight/Intervene, Freeze, Submit/Sustain/Endure, Ignore/Deny). Taking a closer look at in-
terventions as the classical Fight/Intervene reaction, we investigate interventions from se-
veral view points: systemic (bringing a system back to its domain of viability), process-
oriented (characterizing an intervention as a set interlinked process steps), organizational
(identifying systemic strategies and tactics), and human (considering Social Responsibility,
psychological problems, mental health, and multicultural aspects). We will also identify the
role that modern Information and Communication Technology (ICT) can play in supporting
First Responders by making their job easier and at the same time more effective.

Keywords: Social Responsibility, First Responders, Disasters, Intervention, Systems view, Or-
ganisation, Mental Health, Human Aspects

1 MOTIVATION
Regional disasters (many of them man-made or at least triggered by human activities) seemingly
have grown in number, in scale, in their impact and also in their publicity due to media cover-
age. Disasters endanger people, society, environment, infrastructure, and economy in complex,
multi-facetted, and interrelated ways. Today the sensibility of our infrastructure is affected mo-
re easily by the disasters and we are not well prepared for the interaction of multiple-source
risks. Since the beginning of civilization it is understood that most of the possible reactions to
a disaster require support and help from the society at large: it is one of our Social Responsi-
bilities. Society has to try to mitigate the effects of actual disasters and has to be prepared for
emergencies ("expect the unexpected" [Tierney-01].

Animals and humans have five basic strategies to cope with threats: Flight/run away,
Fight/Intervene, Freeze, Submit/Sustain/Endure, Ignore/deny, see section 3. It seem to lie in
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the human nature to generally choose the "Fight/Iintervene" reaction. Already the Roman Em-
peror Augustus acknowledged the need for a ’human’ intervention system in case of disasters
by establishing in 23 BC an organization of full-time, professional fire fighters ("vigiles"). One
has to recognize that in most cases an intervention need the support of specialists for effective
help in the case of a disaster. The need of specialists has grown over time until our days. To-
day we rely heavily on the so-called First Responders (i.e. fire brigades, ambulances, police,
technical aid teams, etc.) to intervene and to help the victims.

In this contribution we will discuss disasters and the role of First Responders from a sy-
stemic perspective in order to understand some of the underlying issues and to identify special
needs. We will also identify the role that modern Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) can play in supporting First Responders by making their job easier and at the same time
more effective. This includes considerations of modern threats for which humans do not have
any inborn sensors and reactions (e.g. radiation).

2 DISASTERS

2.1 What is a "disaster"?
There are numerous reasons for the ’growth’ of the size and number of what we consider a "disa-
ster": land has become more densely populated, consequently people also live in areas in which
centuries ago nobody would have considered/dared to live. Today’s catastrophes frequently en-
danger a growing number of humans and larger areas in diverse ways. Human interference with
the natural environment weakens and/or eliminates nature’s safety provisions and natural buffer
mechanisms (e.g. land for inundation, protective forests, etc.). Growing trust in the infallibility
of technology lets us reduce safety margins.

Failures of technical artifacts cause severe catastrophes (Chernobyl in 1986, an exploding
oil rig in the Mexican gulf in 2010, failing atomic reactors in 2011 in Japan, ...). Many of our
technical ’achievements’ often exhibit higher efficiency at the cost of reduced robustness (e.g.
computer chips affected by solar eruptions, ...). Global interactions and dependencies increase
the impact of originally local disturbances (volcanic ash from Iceland disrupting global air
traffic in 2010). The advances of Information and Communication Technologies have created a
large number of complex critical embedded systems.

Depending on one’s personal views and one’s wold view there are different ways of consi-
dering and defining a "disaster" [Tierney-01, Quarantelli-85]:

the functionalistic or effect-based perspective: "A disaster is a natural or man-made hazard
that has come to fruition, resulting in an event of substantial extent causing significant
physical damage or destruction, loss of life, or drastic change to the natural environment.
A ... tragic event with great loss stemming from events such as earthquakes, floods, cata-
strophic accidents, fires, or explosions" [Wikipedia-e, keyword=Disaster]. Nowadays this
also includes large financial losses.

loss of system viability M. Mrotzek [Mrotzek-08, Mrotzek-09] identifies a disaster as any
event where the system transgresses the boundaries of what is considered to be accep-
table or safe (see fig. 2 and section 4).

the social/political construction: [Quarantelli-85] and [Kreps-89] cited by [Tierney-01, p. 14]
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identify disasters as a social or political constructions: disaster events and their impacts
do not exist sui generis but rather are products of social definition. Thus "disasters are in
the eye of the beholder".

the social disruption: [Tierney-01, p. 20] and [Quarantelli-85] consider the vulnerability of
the built environment and the social disruption of the affected populations; referring to
[Bolin-98, pp. 9-10]: "Vulnerability concerns the complex of social, economic, and politi-
cal conservations in which peoples’ every day lives are imbedded ...". A break-down and
destruction of a civilization [Diamond-05] would be the ultimate result.

2.2 Classification Regional Disasters

Fig. 1: Classification of disasters

Regional disaster can be classified according to many different dimensions (fig. 1). Some of the
key characteristics of disasters are:

originator: A traditional broad distinction is between man-made and natural disasters. Man-
made disasters can further be divided into technological and mass violence disasters
[Norris-02]. Past catastrophes show that very often natural and man-made disasters are
interwoven: the volcanic eruption of Mount Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland 2010) was a pure-
ly natural disaster but the effect of the volcanic ash was that air traffic was completely
interrupted and this had considerable consequences for the economy. Without air traffic
it would not have been seen as a disaster. Similarly the earthquake in 2011 in Fukushi-
ma, Japan, was a natural disaster which triggered a terrible tsunami. But due to the lack
of electricity (the electricity supply was severely disrupted by the tsunami) the atomic
reactors came into a very critical state.

cause: A classical distinction is based on the cause of disaster, for example the acronyms
CBRN (chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear [Chroust-09m]) or ABCDEF (atomic,
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biological, chemical, data-network, electromagnetic, energy release("F" from German
"Freisetzung")) are used to classify the dangers and the precautions/reactions to be ta-
ken [Ossimitz-06].

size and type of damage: Various classification provide a gauge for the ’size’ of the disaster
and the resulting damage (human, monetary, nature, infrastructure, and human). Examp-
les are the Richter scale for earth quakes, classes of hurricanes, etc.

geographic distribution: What is the extent of land/air/water area which is affected, what type
of land, how populated etc.? Which countries are affected?

time evolution: How does the disaster start and how does it develop over time? M. Mrotzek
[Mrotzek-08, Mrotzek-09] discusses different temporal behavior of catastrophes (fig. 2).
Characteristics of a disaster change over time: atomic plants get out of control, floods
recede, snow gets converted to water and poses a different type of threat, etc. With respect
to warning the potential victims the lead time before the catastrophe’s onset (warning
time!) is of essential importance, e.g. slow or rapid onset [Tierney-01] [Skrbek-10]. This
is strongly linked to the notion of recognizability (see below).

As a consequence we have to be prepared that even very well-designed and ’proven’
systems will eventually lose their dependability, often due to a combination of influences
which nobody ever considered in advance (e.g. aging of semiconductor memories). The
loss of dependability - in the sense of an "aging" of the system - can be considered a
emergent property of the system. It could be a hidden or latent error in the system (often in
software) which only appears for a very specific and unusual combination of inputs or the
variation of a parameter which was considered irrelevant or constant (e.g. an earthquake
of exceptional strength).

Fig. 2: Catastrophes, time behaviour

recognizability: Not all disasters can be recognized by our naked sensoric apparatus. Typically
atomic radiation is not felt immediately at all despite its long-term detrimental effects. As
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a consequence humans do not have natural, semi-autonomous reflex patterns (e.g. as in
the case of extreme heat). For these cases humans need to be equipped with special tools
to recognize dangers and have to be taught to use them properly [Chroust-09r].

selectivity: It is important to understand what and/or who is affected by the disasters. Some
illnesses affect only certain species (humans, humans of a certain age, some kinds of
animals, ...). The neutron bomb does not destroy any buildings or artifacts and ’only’
kills humans.

interdependence Catastrophes are often "transdisciplinary". The Fukushima disaster can be
seen as a combination of an earthquake, a tsunami, and a nuclear power plant accident
with impacts on ecology, health, traffic, energy production, etc. It seems to be helpful
to consider catastrophes as a systemic cross-disciplinary phenomenon. Similarly the vol-
canic eruption of Mount Eyjafjallajökull was a purely natural disaster but the effect of
the volcanic ash was that air traffic was completely interrupted with considerable conse-
quences for the economy.

reversibility: Catastrophe patterns may be either irreversible or reversible (cf. fig. 2). Often
it depends on the point of view which type of catastrophe we have. For a single leaf on
a tree loosing its contact to its home tree is an ultimate and irreversible catastrophe; for
the whole tree loosing its leaves in autumn is apparently only a temporary catastrophe,
actually assuring the tree’s survival over the cold winter-season.

media reaction: We have also to recognize the distortion of disaster reports by the media. A
speaker of the Austrian Red Cross pointed out in relation to the Fukushima accident, that
there are other disasters (even bigger ones especially with respect to human cost) which
do not receive appropriate attention in the media.

2.3 Phases of a Disaster Situation
Fig. 3 shows the five key phases of a disaster scenario. They are rather obvious, but due to va-
rying types of overlap a clear delimitation is impossible. In the initial pre-impact phase only a
general uneasiness and fear of a potential disaster exists, causing various prevention and prepa-
redness activities (section 6). When indications of an impeding disaster show up, actual disaster
preventation/mitigation activities are (hopefully) undertaken [Tierney-01]. In most cases the big
unknown is the impact point in time when disaster actually strikes. In the case of a slow-onset
disaster (e.g. flooding [Ossimitz-06]) it is even not clear when exactly the ’point of actual im-
pact’ is reached. When does high water become a flood-disaster? To some extent it depends on
the tolerance level of people (section 3) and on the level of pre-impact preparatory activities. As
a consequence even close-together areas might be impacted to a different degree and sometimes
even not at all.

The actual impact (in the so-called transimpact phase) triggers necessary reactions (most
visibly the interventions), followed, but often with considerable overlap by a phase where the
systems is restored to some viable and acceptable state.
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Fig. 3: Disaster Phases and corresponding response processes

3 Fundamental Reactions to Disasters

3.1 Basic Reactions
For humans and animals (individuals and organizations) we observe several basic types of re-
actions when confronted with a dangerous situation (fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Fundamental (Re-)Actions

Flight/Run away: This is one part of the classical response to a problem (fight-flight). A con-
dition is, that flight is possible at all.

Fight/Intervene: This reaction intends to actively reduce/mitigate/eliminate the effects of the
disaster by appropriate actions in order to bring the systems or environment back to an (at
least temporarily) acceptable state, see (cf. section 4.1).
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Freeze: Many animals are able to completely immobilize their whole body showing no reaction
whatsoever. For them this is a successful strategy with respect to certain predators: these
would not eat dead animals or might not notice them due to the lack of movement. For
humans this does not seem to be a viable strategy and is considered rather an inadequate
reaction.

Submit/Sustain/Endure: In some situations victims do not try to amend, improve, change the
system or situation but try to change/adjust themselves in order be able to live under the
supposedly disastrous situation. ’Riding it out’ as a strategy and sustaining a disaster (and
not "running away") needs a certain frame of mind, and also includes a certain risk.

Sometimes people resort to re-interpreting the status of the system as ’not-so-disastrous’
[Doerner-96]. Some of the motives which induce people to stay [Tierney-01] are the dis-
belief in the severity, fear of looting of their properties, or waiting for other clan-members.
The behavior is similar to Ignore/Deny. Obviously this approach is only sustainable if the
system - despite its disastrous effects - has a certain kind of viability in its behavior and
properties.

Ignore/deny: Sometimes people simply ignore the immediate or upcoming danger. They act
as if nothing has changed. This can be interpreted as an ’inner’ flight. In the worst case
this can be a sign of mental disorder. In Vienna we describe this state of mind by the
phrase: "Do not even ignore it!". [Doerner-96, p. 105] points out that in certain obviously
disastrous situations the political leaders apply verbal camouflage ("inversion") by coi-
ning special words like "minus growth" (=shrinking), "front line balancing" (= retreat of
troops). An even stronger distortion of the truth is a target inversion where a negative out-
come is interpreted as the goal ("this is the steel-bath of the nation" (Nazi propaganda),
"many enemies - much honor".

Obviously not all of above reactions are appropriate in all situation. In the case of dan-
ger people have to make a decision about their course of action (section 3.2). Freezing and
Submit/Sustain/endure are in most cases the consequence of the inability to make a decision.

In many situations both flight and fight occur in parallel by different groups of persons:
while people evacuate a certain area (flight), First Responders move in to fight the disaster,
while psychologists try to help the victims emotionally to endure their fate.

3.2 Choices of Response to a Disaster
The reaction to a disaster (especially if it not immediately visible) and the expectations of how
it should be ’mastered’ depends on many factors, including basic cultural predispositions.

understandability of information/warning: Are able people to recognize the signs of the
danger and/or issued warning messages? [Tierney-01] and [Skrbek-10] discuss the pro-
blems of informing larger sections of a population. For not immediately visible dangers
this implies effective warning system (radio, television, public address systems, word of
mouth) and is linked to the reachability of affected persons. The understandability of
messages has also to be considered (handicapped people, foreigners, ...) and includes al-
so the semantic of the message (including culturally different ways of interpreting), the
credibility of the source ("you have to be believed to be heard" [Decker-92]), and proper
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understanding of the implications of different choices of behavior. Difficulties stem from
language problems, from distrust in government agencies, from different cultures, etc.

reversibility of a choice Depending on the circumstances an option might have the potential
to be changed later or not. For some options time runs out faster than for others, cf.
[Chroust-08a] discussing alternatives in a technical context.

evaluation and deciding on the options: Using available information and considering cons-
traints and requirement everybody has to make a decision about the next steps (see
[Tierney-01]). Time pressure and the psychological singularity of the situation should
not be under-estimated.

Affected persons may choose different reactions, depending on their personal/cultural pre-
dispositions (cf. [Tierney-01, chapter 5]) like gender, education, previous experience, ethnicity,
minority status, gender language, social bonds, age, ... The choice of reactions depends also on
the point in time during the disaster phase, see [Tierney-01, Fig. 1.1] and fig. 3.

For analyzing national differences [Hofstede-05] introduced the Uncertainty Avoidance
Index. It indicates how much uncertainty, i.e. lack of dependability, a person is willing to accept.
It shows considerable differences between different nations. It also explains different behavior
in seemingly similar disasters.

4 The Systems View: Intervention Systems

4.1 Intervention Systems
In the cases which we call a "disaster" the victims will be unable to fight against it alone. It is
the Social Responsibility of the ’larger’ community or even society as a whole to help in order
to ’fight back’, i.e. to try to counteract both the cause of the disaster and its consequences by
a so-called intervention, an action from outside of the immediately affected communities and
areas.

Systemically we consider an affected area/person/victim as a system which left (for some
internal or external reasons) the range of acceptable system states and went into an unacceptable
system state (fig. 5). What is considered unacceptable in itself depends on many factors and
attitudes (cf. section 2.1).

If we accept the premiss that the victims are not able to resolve the disaster alone and
have to rely on external interventions then as a consequence we see it as the society’s Social
Responsibility. In order to respond, the external world also has to see the situation as disastrous.

An intervention intends to bring the system back to an ’acceptable’ state, e.g. safe, depen-
dable [Chroust-09r], reliable, ... (fig. 5). Citing the Greek philosopher HeraklitUs (500 B.C.)
"You could not step twice into the same river; for other waters are ever flowing on to you" this
will not be the original state in all respects, in some instances even a completely different state.

In many cases disasters have a certain urgency to (re-)gain a temporarily acceptable state
(e.g. providing tents for earthquake victims, or temporary dams for floods) to prevent further
damage ("state 2" in fig 5. Only after a certain time one will be able to bring the system into a
longer-term acceptable and thus sustainable state ("state "3" in fig 5).

This two-step approach implies to identify two systems (fig. 6) in case of a disaster
[Chroust-10f] which have have different aims, purposes, and objectives. As a consequence they
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have different cost, time and efficiency requirements and are therefore probably radically diffe-
rent from one another:

the (Emergency) Intervention System serves as a quick, immediate first response in order to
(re)establish some short-term acceptability [Chroust-09r]: "system 2" in fig. 5.

the (Disaster) Restoration System is charged with bringing the system into a state which pro-
mises long-term, sustainable acceptability: "system 3" in fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Acceptable and unacceptable system states and transitions

While the main challenge for the Intervention System is a speedy reaction, the Restoration
System has to provide effective, efficient and long-term sustainable solutions. Its actors will be
specialist, while the actors in the Intervention System usually will be generalists.

Fig. 6: Intervention and Restoration System

On a very high level of abstraction Klir’s terminology [Klir-01, chapter 10] allows us to
identify an Intervention System as a ’goal-oriented systems’ (fig. 7) with feed forward and feed
backward capability. For regional disasters such a mechanistic system is not sufficient. In the
real world one cannot predict all possible disasters, as we must be "Facing the Unexpected"
[Tierney-01].

Following Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety [Ashby-56] the Intervention System must ha-
ve a greater variety than the anticipated variations of the expected or actual disaster: "If a system
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is to be stable the number of states of its control mechanism must be greater than or equal to the
number of states in the system being controlled"[Wikipedia-e, keyword=variety(cybernetics)].

Fig. 7: Goal-oriented systems with feed forward and feed backward [Klir-01, chapter 10]

4.2 Intervention Systems: First Responders
Taking into account the natural, technical and societal components of a disaster together with
the many emerging unknowns only a socio-technical system with strong human involvement
can provide sufficient variety ("Required Variety") to cope with the often unexpected situations
of a disaster and its aftermath and thus will be able to prove itself as an adequate Intervention
System: We need humans, but supported by know-how, experience and whatever technology is
available (e.g. fig. 8 around 1720). This was understood from very early times on. The Roman
Emperor Augustus established an human intervention system in 23 BC by an group of full-
time, professional fire fighters (vigiles). Nowadays we have fire brigades, ambulances, police,
technical aid teams, summarily called First Responders.

Fig. 8: Waterpump by Fischer von Erlach, around 1720, [Adam, 1973]

• The main objective of First Responders is not to bring the system back into its original
state but into a state which is acceptable with respect to viability, security, safety and
well-being, at least until further rescue and restauration measures can be organized (see
also [Tierneys-01]). Some of the tasks are:

– to minimize disaster damage: e.g. a fire brigade trying to minimize the damage of
fire;
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– to save persons and property, e.g. by evacuation of people from flooded regions;

– to maintain essential services (nutrition, protection, housing, transport) at least on a
basic level: e.g. blanket, tents and/or public halls for the people who have lost their
homes [Tierney-01].

– to repair/reconstruct damages, e.g. by pumping water out from a flooded cellar.

• The intervention is successful, if the created status is acceptable at least for a while until
the Restoration Systems provides something better. Systemically seen, the total system
after a successful Intervention is in an acceptable state before and after a disaster with a
certain transition period where acceptability is not guaranteed.

• The Intervention System has to take into account that the affected system will probably
change dynamically over time fig. 2. This time variant can be caused by internal (e.g. a
chemical source or a house on fire change its properties over time) and/or external causes,
e.g. by neutralizing the chemical substance or fighting the fire.

• Interventions usually bring together many teams of First Responders with different me-
thods from different locations and organizations with different (and unknown) knowled-
ge, experience, and background. Communication and coordination are a key to success.
participate.

• First Responders should also consider to provide the basis for learning from the current
situation in order to avoid/prevent future disasters by failure prevention.

Minimizing disaster damage and saving persons are usually the most urgent duties of First
Responders, with a time-window of minutes to hours after the outbreak of the disaster. (Re-
)establishing essential services (e.g. food) is a secondary issue, which comes typically after
saving lives and property, with a time scope of hours to days. In the case of a big traffic accident
in which a truck transporting some problematic chemical is involved, rescuing injured persons
and isolating dangerous substances are the most urgent tasks before the road is cleared for
normal traffic.

The distinction between initial fixing and permanent restoration is fuzzy: A cellar flooded
by water is pumped out by the fire brigade immediately - if one can expect that the cellar will
stay dry afterwards. Sometimes immediate repair is required for limiting the overall damage -
as in the case of a leaking dam or pipeline.

In many cases repair and restoration work lasts for months to years after the disaster, e.g.
permanently re-establishing logistic support and transport services after earthquakes or floods.
In some cases there is no restoration at all, e.g. in the case of airplane crashes, sunken ships or
the complete destructions of towns after heavy volcano eruptions, like in the ancient towns of
Pompeji and Herculaneum destroyed by a tremendous outburst of the Vesuv volcano in 79 AD.

5 Interventions as a Process

5.1 Process View of Interventions
The key to interventions (First Responders!) are humans embedded in a socio-technical system
who follow a complex and difficult process performing numerous activities to achieve their
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mission. Reasons are the comparative newness/unexpectedness of the challenges ("Facing the
Unexpected" [Tierney-01]), uncertainty of the development of the disaster and in many modern
cases the invisibility of many dangers (e.g. radioactivity).

There are definite ’before’ and ’after’ relationship between activities, activities are sup-
ported by methods (e.g. how to approach a fire) and tool (pumps, ladders, ...). The ’product’,
however, is a service [Spohrer-07, Thomas-10]. The process view corresponds very nicely to
the functional view of disasters (see section 2.1).

In business and in software engineering [Scheer-98b, Wang-00] the identification and ana-
lysis of the involved processes turns out to be very helpful [Chroust-96h, Chroust-09r] even in
cases when many parameters of the situation are not know and require hitherto unknown acti-
ons. The more complex the situation is, the more a process view is helpful: "Industrial maturity
demonstrates itself in the ability to abstract the development process from the specifics related
to the production of the individual product. ...". This also holds for interventions (replacing ’de-
velopment’ by ’intervention’, ’production’ by ’performance’ and ’product’ by ’intervention’).

Simple processes like building a chair are usually learnt once and for all in apprenti-
ceship, more complicated ones (e.g. assembling furniture from prefabricated parts or cooking
an unknown dish) need guidance by a written, formalized description, i.e. a Process Model
[Chroust-96h]. Instructions on how to operate the video recorder, the car, etc. are essentially
process models describing (in more or less detail) the necessary process steps.

A process model is a concise, abstract description of the necessary activities based on the
experience with past processes. These descriptions are collected in the process model to be used
in future processes. It thus acts as a template for future processes, which are "instantiated" from
it. Obviously this abstraction must be a compromise between too general a process description
- covering all types of situations but lacking any specifics about an individual situation - and
too narrow a description which cannot be applied to a large enough class of situations. It has
to provide sufficient flexibility and freedom to perform the intervention in such a way that
one is able to react to unexpected and surprising situations and challenges [Tierney-01]. The
advantages of the use of a process model have been expanded in many different publications
[Chroust-96h, Scheer-98b, Wang-00].

An important aspect of the process view - especially in view of process models - is that one
can also answer questions like "How good are the used processes of an intervention (efficiency,
quality, etc.)?" and "What is the maturity of the enacting organization?". The ISO-standard
15504-family [ISO15504-1-04], soon to be replaced by the ISO 33000-family, provide the basis
for defining ’maturity level’ of an organization.

5.2 Intervention Processes
Following ISO/IEC 12207 [ISO12207-07] the processes to be enacted by the First Responders
can roughly be classified into three essential categories [Chroust-09m, Chroust-09r]:

Primary Intervention Processes consist of processes that serve the primary purposes and
goals of the intervention, e.g. accepting an emergency call, recognizing hazardous ma-
terial, estimating risks, helping and treating victims, etc.

Supporting Intervention Processes consist of processes that support other processes as an
integral part with a distinct purpose and contribute to the success and quality of the in-
tervention, e.g. communication support, accessing and using knowledge-databases, con-
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sidering human reaction and cultural differences, management and coordination of first
responders, etc.

Organizational Intervention Processes consist of processes employed to establish, imple-
ment, and improve an underlying support structure for the enactment of the Primary
Intervention Processes, improving the structure and processes, e.g. are concerned with
long-term consideration. They consist of processes employed by the organization Trai-
ning, Reporting, Human resource development, Process Optimization, etc.

The Supporting and Organizational Processes are essential, because they often are the basis
for successful Primary Intervention Processes (if the fire hoses have severe leaks, the interven-
tion might not be successful), see als section 6.

6 Organizational View of Interventions

6.1 Base Organisation
As indicated in fig. 3 many of the indicated actions fall into the responsibility of the underlying
organizations and are part of the Social Responsibility of the embracing society. A necessary
core of activities are of a preparatory nature, getting ready to meet the "unexpected". Other ac-
tivities are needed during a disaster, while the third set of actions is concerned with "day after".
First responders could be professional personal, but in many instances, they are volunteers. This
has be considered in all operations.

Strategic Preparedness: [Tierney-01] stresses the need of preparation and preview. Long be-
fore a real disaster strikes, the necessary provisions have to be made, see fig. 3. This
includes a proper organization of the response-units. [Reissberg-10] provides an analysis
of the response system in Hawaii with respect to tsunami-threats, using Stafford Beer’s
Viable System Model [Beer-95]. To become prepared "in good times" is a Social Re-
sponsibility. It cannot be performed by a single person and often appears to be a waste of
communal money and effort.

Tactical enactment: In the case of a real disaster the provisions as referred to above bear fruit.
Numerous problems have to be overcome:

• Disasters strike unexpected ("Facing the Unexpected" [Tierney-01], often at more
than inconvenient times.

• Very often the disaster impacts also the functioning of the First Responders (inac-
cessible roads, lack of electricity, communications,...).

• Intervention System nust be regionally grounded and autonomous in a sense that
it may respond directly and informally to an emergency. It must be organized in a
way that allows quick decisions and short ways of communications. Also the tools
and technical equipment for first aid must be available ad locum in order to react
quickly.

• Different First Response units from different organizations (fire brigades, ambulan-
ces, ....) with different organizational structures and traditions, from different geo-
graphical areas, different languages and cultures have to work together.
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• Communication and coordination will pose a problem

• etc.

Post-impact Restoration: Once the immediate danger is over and a temporary acceptable si-
tuation has been reached, the long, difficult and expensive Restoration phase starts. Again
one has to rely on the Social Responsibility of embracing society to not forget the victims
and their needs, see section 7.

6.2 Communication
A key to a successful intervention is obviously the communication between First Responders,
their command units, governmental agencies, even across organizational boundaries. Coordina-
tion and team work cannot be achieved without communication. In an actual intervention direct
communication might be hampered or obstructed by physical (noise, smoke, visibility), or phy-
siological gaps (hard hearing, ...), or cultural barriers (language, taboos ...). In [Chroust-08zc]
communication problems are discussed in detail.

6.3 Training
Adequate training (for professionals and volunteers) is of high importance in order to utilize
available state-of-the-art best practices and tools, to operate the equipment, to make the correct
interpretations of the results, to draw the correct conclusions, and to initiate the appropriate
responses. Some best practices might be counter-intuitive and, if not well chosen, might nega-
tively interfere with one another.

Modern ICT can today provide training environments with simulated scenarios (Mixed
and Augmented Reality) which are flexible and cost effective. A special advantage is a near-
reality hands-on training, which is a key to sustainable learning. Simulation is a highly useful
training methodology especially when the training cannot be performed in real environments
[Rainer-09k, Sturm-09s].

Fig. 9: Training: Process substitution: real + virtual

One of the helpful concepts for training (Fig. 9) is the substitution of some processes and
some/all of the environment by simulated ones whereas other activities are executed in the real
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environment. Examples are the replacement of a dangerous source of contamination by a harm-
less ultrasonic generator, or the body of a victim replaced by a projected image, or simulating
virtual colleagues in a field exercise (fig. 9). Many of the simulation tools can also be used
during a real assignment for planning the next steps, for the assessment of the situation and the
effectiveness of different measures to be taken, by provision of what-if-analysis, time-series-
estimates, sandbox-like support, etc. (Chroust et al., 2008, 2009b).

7 Human View of Interventions

7.1 Mental Health Problems of Victims
In [IASC-07] one finds: "... disasters cause significant psychological and social suffering to
affected populations. The psychological and social impacts of emergencies may be acute in the
short term, but they can also undermine the long-term mental health and psychosocial well-
being of the affected population. ... One of the priorities in emergencies is thus to protect and
improve people’s mental health and psychosocial well-being"

A major concern during interventions are humans: freeing trapped people, removing them
from dangerous locations, giving them medical treatment, etc. We know today that victims do
not only need immediate psychological help (in the framework of the intervention) but often
longtime help with respect to longtime mental health problems, like anxiety, depression, and
posttraumatic stress disorder [Norris-02, vanGriensven-06, Duckworth-86, Bundesamt-BK-11].

7.2 Psychological and Physiological Problems of Personell
Being a First Responder is a stressful experience, both in physiological and in psychological
terms [Bundesamt-BK-11]. Psychological problems appear not only during an interventions,
but often result in long lasting suffering, see section 7.1.

With respect to several of the modern disasters (e.g. chemical, biological, radioactive and
nuclear threats one can observe [Chroust-09m]:

• Humans do not posses any inborn, natural sensors to recognize dangers early enough.
They are not equipped with natural, semi-autonomous reaction patterns.

• They need to be equipped with special protective gears and tools to recognize/distinguish
the dangers and the real sources. Special training is needed in order to operate these tools
appropriately.

• During an intervention many concerns come up, in approximately decreasing order of im-
portance [Rainer-09d]: protective gear, communication, background knowledge, physical
effort, heat/cold, resources, personal concerns (family), crammed space, time-critical ac-
tions, etc.

7.3 Multicultural Aspects of Disasters
The global cross-dependencies and interchange also brings about that different cultures live in
a potential disaster area together and meet/clash with international help personell from other
countries and cultures [Daniel-08, Marsella-08]. Following [Marsella-08] we can observe, that
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"good intentions are not enough. If you wish to help ..., you must understand [the victims’]
nature [and culture]". [IASC-07] points out that "International staff and volunteers may come
from different geographic, economic and cultural backgrounds than the affected population in
the host country and may have different views and values. Nevertheless, they should have the
capacity to respect local cultures and values and to adapt their skills to suit local conditions.
The distress of the affected population may be worsened by an influx of humanitarian workers.
A key is the cultural competence of the First Responders [Chroust-08b, Schneider-01].

8 Summary
Regional disasters are growing in reality, in awareness, in believe, in media coverage and affect
more people, more areas in more different ways. Disasters also have more secondary and ternary
effects due to global interaction and less buffers between individual areas. This calls for syste-
mic approaches to perform interventions by outside First Responders. By its very nature this is a
Social Responsibility. Responses itself must be multidisciplinary, transdisciplinary, transnatio-
nal, and transcultural. First Responders (fire brigades, ambulances, police, technical aid teams,
military, etc.) must provide sufficient Requisite Variety in methods, tools and approaches to
cope with disasters. Humans are central both as victims and First Responders. The latter need
training and appropriate equipment, both can be provided by modern Information and Commu-
nication Technologies (ICT): analysis of emergency scenarios and possible responses, training
environments, process support, tactical and strategic tools for planning and interventions (e.g.
tracking personell and detecting victims, logistics., communication, etc. Systems Theory is able
to provide models for Interventions and organizational structures and offer alternative models
for disaster prevention and post-disaster restoration. The help and support of victims of disasters
is and always will be a matter of Social Responsibility.
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